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VR & VFX

About Us
Trust us with your most ambitious work and watch what we can do “Behind the Scenes”. We have assembled a team
of the best talent available in the industry with the experience to add real value to your projects. Our facility for Virtual
Reality and Visual Effects has a strong infrastructure and the security required to handle pre-release material.
We are among the first post production teams to utilize Nuke for Virtual Reality and successfully deliver complex
virtual reality shots. Our expertise and proficiency in Nuke and other software helps our customers to be on the leading
edge with their projects.

OUR SERVICES

Virtual Reality
We have cracked the VR post processing; and we were the first in the industry to implement the Virtual Reality
pipeline in Nuke using CARA. The best compositors and stitchers in the Industry today are our core team. Our
team assembles incredible live-action Virtual Reality content with a timely and affordable model. We are expert in
handling your monoscopic and stereoscopic VR content. Having worked with different variations of camera rig and
Point of view shots, we understand what it needs to generate an output that you have in mind.

We offer:
?? Seamlessly stitched stereo or mono VR content from commercial or custom multi-camera rigs to create a
seamless immersive environment.
?? Correcting exposure and white balance differences between cameras to remove distracting visual disparities.
?? Stabilize shots during or after stitching to produce a more comfortable, dynamic VR experience without
compromising quality.
?? Applying compositing techniques including Paint, roto and tracking, directly on 360° footage.
?? Assembly, Stitching, Color/Stereo Correction using the latest software including CARA.
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Visual Effects
We offer a full suite of visual effects to handle all your prep-comp needs. Our artists give precise attention to detail
in all aspects of your post-production projects. The expertise and experience of our artists helps them to make the
right decisions that enable you to avoid unnecessary delays in production.
We comply with the best practices of the Motion Pictures Association of America (MPAA) and are also ISO
27001:2013 (Data Security) certified. This ensures that your pre-release content is secure and at the right hands.

We offer:
?? Stereo / mono roto and matte extraction for
VFX (Film and Commercials) | Virtual Reality

?? Stereo / mono Paint/Prep Task
VFX (Film and Commercials) | Virtual Reality

?? Compositing
VFX (Film and Commercials) | Virtual Reality

?? Matchmove
VFX (Film and Commercials)
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